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Jan. 7: Opening Day of the 2020 Kentucky General Assembly. Fort Thomas unanimously approves Kentucky’s 17th Fairness Ordinance, prohibiting LGBTQ discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodations.

Jan. 12: Fairness Campaign Executive Director Chris Hartman is named to the Courier-Journal’s “20 to Watch in 2020.”

Jan. 13: The Male High School GSA invites Fairness to discuss LGBTQ rights in Kentucky.

Jan. 14: Woodford County approves the state’s first county-wide Fairness Ordinance in two decades with a 5-3 vote by the Fiscal Court, making Woodford the 18th Kentucky community with LGBTQ discrimination protections.

Jan. 26: Hartman celebrates 11 years on staff as Executive Director. SAGE of the Bluegrass, a program of the Fairness Campaign, hosts its monthly SAGE Supper for LGBTQ elders.

Feb. 13: Ban Conversion Therapy Kentucky hosts a lobby day in Frankfort.


Feb. 19: The annual Statewide Fairness Rally is held in Frankfort in the Kentucky Capitol Rotunda.

Feb. 20: The Fairness Campaign, ACLU of Kentucky, Planned Parenthood, and others testify against “Healthcare Discrimination Law” Senate Bill 90, which passes the Kentucky Senate Judiciary Committee.

Feb. 24: Hundreds attend the Daviess County Fiscal Court’s public forum on a Fairness Ordinance. Cold Spring votes 4-1 to approve Kentucky’s 19th LGBTQ anti-discrimination Fairness Ordinance.

Feb. 25: The University of Louisville Young Democrats hosts the Fairness Campaign to discuss the 2020 Kentucky legislative session and LGBTQ rights. Fairness joins a Starbuck’s Pride event in Louisville’s Highlands neighborhood.

March 5: The Louisville Metro Council unanimously approves an ordinance adding LGBTQ-certified businesses to the city’s contracting and procurement.

March 7: A team of amazing volunteers led by former Louisville Metro Councilmember Tina Ward-Pugh paints the interior of the Fairness Campaign office.

March 13: Breonna Taylor is murdered by Louisville Metro Police Officers serving a “No-Knock Warrant” on her home based on false information.

March 16: Jefferson County Public Schools partners with the Fairness Campaign for a SEED Cohort professional development program on LGBTQ rights and identity.

March 21: For the first time in more than two decades, the “We The People” ACLU/Fairness Dinner hosted by Susan Hershberg and Wiltshire Pantry must be canceled due to public safety concerns amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Almost all sponsors and donors honor their pledges, ensuring success despite difficult circumstances.

March 24: Covington becomes the first city in Kentucky to ban the practice of anti-LGBTQ “conversion therapy” on minors with a unanimous vote.

April 2: Despite widespread community support led by Owensboro Fairness, the Owensboro Human Relations Commission, and Daviess County Judge Executive AI Mattingly, the Fairness Ordinance fails on a 2-2 vote at the Daviess County Fiscal Court.

April 15: The 2020 Kentucky General Assembly adjourns with no explicit anti-LGBTQ bills becoming law.

April 18: Emerge Kentucky hosts a virtual panel discussion that includes C-FAIR, the Fairness Campaign’s Political Action Committee.

May 11: C-FAIR announces endorsements in thirteen Kentucky Primary Election races and endorses Karen Berg in the Special Election for Kentucky Senate District 26.

May 28: More than 500 people protest the murder of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd in Downtown Louisville. It begins more than a year of sustained protests supported by Fairness Campaign staff and leadership.

May 29: Louisville Metro Government convenes a Citizens Review Board Working Group to draft an ordinance establishing a stronger Civilian Review Board for the Louisville Metro Police Department and an Office of Inspector General for the first time. Fairness Director Hartman is appointed to the work group.

June 5: The Fairness Campaign and C-FAIR repudiate Mayor Greg Fischer and his administration for the cover-up surrounding LMPD’s murder of Breonna Taylor and the mishandling of peaceful protests, which were regularly met with tear gas and explosives at “Injustice Square” in Louisville.

June 7: Northern Kentucky Pride hosts an NKY Pride Fairness Panel moderated by the Fairness Campaign to highlight the tremendous progress on LGBTQ rights in the NKY region.

June 9: KEEN Footwear hosts the Fairness Campaign for “LGBTQ 101” training.

June 11: Transit Authority of River City (TARC) hosts the Fairness Campaign for a series of “LGBTQ 101” trainings over several weeks.

June 15: The U.S. Supreme Court rules 6-3 in Bostock v. Clayton County, Ga. that federal sex discrimination protections in the workplace include LGBTQ people, banning employment discrimination nationwide based on sexual orientation and gender identity.

June 23: The Kentucky Primary and Special Elections are held, delayed due to COVID-19. C-FAIR-endorsed Karen Berg wins Kentucky Senate District 26 and three-quarters of other C-FAIR-endorsed candidates win elections across the state. Empower Kentucky hosts the Fairness Campaign for a breakout session on LGBTQ rights at their virtual Youth Leadership Conference.

June 26: Fairness marks the 5th anniversary of the Supreme Court decision in Obergefell v. Hodges that granted the freedom to marry for all LGBTQ Americans with a virtual panel discussion including plaintiffs from the Kentucky cases Bourke v. Beshear and Love v. Beshear.

June 30: Governor Andy Beshear issues Kentucky’s most sweeping pro-LGBTQ executive order ensuring nondiscrimination in state hiring, services, and contracting. The Kentucky Young Democrats LGBTQ Caucus hosts a Pride Month panel discussion including the Fairness Campaign.

July 21: The Coalition for the Homeless hosts the Fairness Campaign for “LGBTQ 101” training for their homelessness service providers’ Case Management Institute.

July 29-Aug. 2: Fairness Campaign staff and board attend the national Equality Federation’s Virtual Summer Leadership Conference.
Aug. 1: Maggie Carnes celebrates two years on staff as the Fairness Campaign Organizer. A billboard announcing, “Kentucky Farm Bureau: Big on Discrimination,” is unveiled along I-65 in Louisville with the support of the ACLU-KY, Fairness Campaign, Jefferson County Teachers Association, and Louisville Showing Up for Racial Justice.

Aug. 5: Jeremy McFarland celebrates one year on staff as the Fairness Campaign Office Manager.

Aug. 9: Thomas Jefferson Unitarian Church hosts Fairness Director Hartman for a sermon on the state of LGBTQ rights in Kentucky.

Aug. 25: The Kentucky General Assembly Interim Joint Committee on Licensing and Occupations hears testimony on a statewide “conversion therapy” ban for the first time ever.

Aug. 27: The Louisville Metro Department of Corrections hosts the Fairness Campaign for an “LGBTQ 101” training for new employees.

Sept. 15: The Fairness Campaign hires four contract Election Organizers to promote LGBTQ GOTV in Bowling Green, Lexington, Louisville, Northern Kentucky, and Owensboro: Brooklyn Lile, Jarett Lopez, Liz Smith, BSW, and Antoine Smith-Rouse.

Sept. 17: Donors give nearly $40,000 to Fairness through “Give for Good Louisville” hosted by the Community Foundation of Louisville. The Louisville Metro Council bans “conversion therapy” for minors 24-1, becoming the second city in the state to do so.

Sept. 24: Bowling Green Fairness joins other grassroots organizations to host a forum for Bowling Green mayoral and city commission candidates on LGBTQ issues.

Oct. 1: Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer signs Louisville’s “conversion therapy” ban into law. Fairness Director Hartman speaks at the signing and calls attention to the movement for Justice for Breonna Taylor and the need for charges to be dropped against State Rep. Attica Scott, her daughter Ashanti, and Shameka Parrish-Wright.

Oct. 5: Monica Roberts passes away. Monica was a former Fairness Campaign and C-FAIR leader who had returned to work on LGBTQ rights in her hometown of Houston, Texas and ran the internationally known blog Transgriot.

Oct. 6: C-FAIR endorses 71 candidates in the General Election and “Yes for JCPS.”

Oct. 10: Virtual festivals celebrate Frankfort’s Capital Pride and Bowling Green Pride.

Oct. 14: The Louisville Society for Human Resource Management hosts their first Diversity Conference including a panel discussion with the Fairness Campaign.

Oct. 17: The World Affairs Council of Kentucky and Southern Indiana invites the Fairness Campaign to discuss LGBTQ rights with their Global Citizenship Program Scholars.

Oct. 20: The Cynthiana City Commission approves a partial Fairness Ordinance, adding sexual orientation and gender identity to housing and public accommodations discrimination protections.

Oct. 23: The Fairness Campaign invites Lt. Colonel Amy McGrath and Senator Mitch McConnell to a virtual candidate forum on LGBTQ issues. Amy McGrath is the only candidate who joins the discussion.

Oct. 24: The Celebration of Monica Roberts’ Life is held virtually and at St. Peter United Church of Christ in Houston, Texas.

Nov. 3: The Kentucky General Election is held. More than half of C-FAIR-endorsed candidates win their General Election races along with “Yes for JCPS.”

Nov. 19: The Louisville Metro Council passes an ordinance to establish a strong Citizens Review Board and Inspector General to investigate the LMPD.


Dec. 4-5: Fairness Director Hartman joins the Equality Federation Board of Directors virtual annual retreat.

Dec. 13: Louisville Showing Up for Racial Justice includes the Fairness Campaign in a virtual panel: “As if our lives depend on it—Why white folks must join the anti-racist movement.” Dozens of current and former Fairness Campaign board and staff gather virtually for an annual Leadership Dinner.

Dec. 17: The Fairness Campaign organizes a phone bank with Georgia Equality for the U.S. Senate Special Election.

THANKS to 2020 Fairness Campaign Coordinating Committee Members:

Tamara Russell, Fairness Ed. Fund Chair
Lizz Perkins, Fairness Ed. Fund Vice Chair
Sam Marcoss, Fairness Campaign Chair
Miles Justice, Fairness Campaign Vice Chair
Ruth Myers, Secretary
Neville Blakemore
Deanna Jacqueline Endicott-Smith
Rev. Donzella Lee
James Line
Vic McClelIan
Jackie McGranahan
Tracie Meyer
Dean Miller
Stuart Perelmeter
Morgan Rumple-Whiting

THANKS to 2020 C-FAIR Board Members:

Casey Kimball-Pham, Chair
Neville Blakemore, Vice Chair
Morgan Rumple-Whiting, Secretary
Jessica Kessinger, Treasurer
Nic Bushong
Greg Cornett
Chris Hartman, de facto
Teresa Lajara
Doug Lowry
Ruth Myers
Scott Schafferlein
Nick Wilkerson
Dawn Wilson

SPECIAL THANKS to Fairness leaders who completed terms of service in 2020:

Dr. Ryan Combs, Fairness Ed. Fund Chair
Ann-Lynn Ellerkamp, Fairness Campaign Chair
Eric Graninger, C-FAIR Chair

SPECIAL THANKS to 2020 Fairness Campaign Interns and Practicum Students:

Olivia Ridgeway
Hannah Blakeman
Haley Adams, MSW
Sashaun Johnson, MSW
Collin Brown
Jennifer Knapmeyer, MSW
Tai Fox
Lee Ambers
Liz Smith, BSW
**GOLD STAR**
$5,000 and up

Carla F Wallace and Lisa Osanka  
Cave

Gill Foundation  
Jane F. Welch  
JCTA  
Jeff Rodgers and Ed Kruger  
Kentucky Civic Engagement Table  
Kyle Dover and Joan Kofodimos  
Marilyn and John Werst  
Matthew Barzun and Brooke Brown Barzun  
Meyer Consulting  
Robert Browne  
Tides Foundation  
Tom Payette and Kathleen Reno  
Weston Milliken, Gay Openness and Leadership Advised Fund of The Community Foundation of Middle TN

★★★★★★
$2,500 – $4,999

ACLU of Kentucky  
Ann-Lynn Ellerkamp  
Donald Kohler  
Ernest Marshall and Ona Bass Marshall  
Henry Heuser, Jr.  
Kaplan Johnson Abate & Bird, LLP  
Larry Church  
Natalie and John Harris  
NEO Philanthropy, Inc.  
PLAY Louisville  
PNC  
Porter Watkins and George Bailey

★★★★★★
$1,000 – $2,499

Caroline and Timothy Heine  
Charlotte Reed  
Conliffe and Hickey Insurance  
Dale and Craig Herink  
Darrell and Nancy Shelton  
David and Carolyn Tandy  
David and Kathleen Buechler  
Davis Edwards and Steve Bass  
Dominique Obert  
Dorene Stein and Bill Kuntz  
Dr. Kenneth Zegart and Shelly Zegart  
Emily Bingham and Stephen Reily  
England Associates Realtors  
Erica and Patience Fields  
Ernest and Ona Marshall Fund  
Fred Hendler and Nancy Martin  
Greg Fischer and Alex Gerassimides  
Joe Nobrega and John Hodgkin  
John and Eugenia Potter  
Judy and Fred Look  
Louisville and Jefferson Co. Visitors and Convention Commission  
Marc Mounier  
Mark England and Michael Handley  
Matti and Bob Brown  
Melissa Vella  
Mike and Ellen O’Connell

Randall McKenzie  
Rebecca and Will West  
Representative Patti and Michael Minter  
Sandra Frazier  
Senator Karen Berg  
Sheryl Snyder and Jessica Loving  
Stuart Perelmuter and Elizabeth Sawyer  
Studee Spears & Company  
Tom Wallace Lyons

★★★★★★
$500 – $999

Adam Caperton  
Allan and Elsie Atherton  
Andy Perry and John Sitarenik  
Angela Stallings and Kenneth Hagan  
Anonymous  
Attica Scott for State Representative  
Ava Crow and Anne Flynn  
Barbara Sandford  
Dr. Brad Calobrace and Ricardo Gavilan  
Chuck McIntire  
Clifton Foundation, Inc  
Curtis Stauffer and Rachel Cutler  
Dan Borsch  
Dan Farrell  
Darryl Young  
David Bowles  
David Tachau and Susannah Woodcock  
Douglas Boulevard Christian Church  
Dr. Chris Kolb  
Dr. Ethel H. O’Brien Field of Interest Fund  
Eamon and Jennifer Mulvihill  
Edwin and Marcia Segal  
Ellie Kerstetter  
Erica Fields  
Gail Milliken  
George Russell  
Gerald Tyrrell and Kevin Reuther  
Ginger Wallace and Janet Holliday  
Gregory Brown and Scott Rogers  
James Craig  
James Roemer  
Jan Rayburn  
Jennifer Moore  
John Gatton  
Kathryn King  
Kristina Smith  
Kungu Njugu  
L. Courtney and Terri Giesel  
Margo Vallee  
Mark and Marci Perelmuter  
Neville and Jessica Blakemore  
Nina Calabresi and Bob Oldshue  
Patrick Hanna  
Ron Gray  
Sam Marcossen  
Scott Schaftlein and Andrew Newton Schaftlein  
Seth Church  
Shannon Fartment  
Susan and David Vislisel  
Susan Blieden  
The Irish Rover  
The Reuther/Tyrrell Hope Fund  
Todd Lowe  
Todd Mercier

Walter Hanks  
Willa and Steve Barger  
★★★★★
$250 – $499

Aletha Fields  
Allison Maggiolo  
Andree Mondor and Marshall Eldred  
Anonymous  
Bart Carnes  
Bill Graham  
Bryan Gatewood and Allen Purnell  
Carol Pye  
Charles and Marjorie Miesner  
Charles Raith and Sam Dorr  
David and Peggy Stengel  
Dominic Guarناسchelli  
Dona Wells  
Elizabeth Baber  
Emily and Randy Strobo  
Fred and Anne Joseph  
Gordon Wright  
Grace and James Giesel  
Guy Younce and Gordon Vogt  
Hollie Hopkins  
Irwin Cutler  
James Murphy  
Jason and Kate Crosby  
Jeff Been and Eric Graninger  
Jim Dickinson and Timothy Combs  
Kathleen Brinch  
Keith Look  
Kentucky Foundation for Women  
Kroger  
Laura and Jon Klein  
Lee Look  
Leslie and Paul Strohm  
Lisa Willner  
Louis Waterman  
Mae Pike  
Mandy Bliss  
Maria Price and Grace Akers  
Marie Geary  
Marilee and Daniel Kirkbride  
Mary Lynn and Dennis Hartman  
McKenzie Cantrell  
Michael Wilson  
Miles F Justice  
Nicole and Ricky George  
Nika Mathis  
Paige Hessel  
Patricia and Bill Allison  
Patrick Stallard  
Paula Harshaw  
Rachel Stack  
Rev. Gregory and Christine Moore  
Richard Schwarz and Tom Massey  
Rick Nottingham and Thomas Jones  
Robert Caruthers  
Robert Simpson  
Roberta Hershberg  
Ronald Kestler  
Dr. Sheila O’Donnell-Schuster  
Tamarra Wieder  
Tina Bojanowsi  
Tom Ranz and Bill Trent
Up to $249

Corey Shapiro
Craig Spears
Cynthia Elmore
Cynthia Goslee
Dana Oliver
Daniel Hourigan
Daniel Schutz
Darcy Thompson
Darrell Mahoney
David and Debbie Chervenak
David Cupps
David Williams
David Yates
Dawn Wilson
Dean Miller
Deborah Finkel
Deborah Thompson and Jo Ann Kalb
Debra Anderson and Gary Cusick
Denise Clayton
Denise Lee
Derek Ingham
Diane Kyle
Dianna Ott
Dianna Thompson
Dolly and John Berry
Dolores Delahanty
Donna Dodd
Dora and Tom Hubbard
Doug and Beth Peabody
Doug Lowry
Dr. Jessica Lynn
Dr. Susan Bornstein and Dr. David Fox
Dustin Edge
Dwain Lee
Elizabeth Beckhusen
Elizabeth Gallagher
Elizabeth Kent
Ellen Sharira
Elwood and Roxanne Sturtevant
Emily Boone
Emily Bowman
Emily Noonan and Virginia Jordan
Eric Crowden
Erin Kennedy
Evelyn Fried
Fawn Wuick
Faye Mattingly
Fiona Eden
Frances
Gary and Kathleen Drehmel
Gaylia R. Rooks and Joe Rapport
Gil Reyes and Sean Donaldson
Ginny Copenhaver
Glen Elder and Jim Gibson
Gloria Kemper-O’Neil
Gregory Robertson and Brian Williams
Gwyn Sutherland
Harriette Friedlander
Harry and Julie Borders
Hb Quinn
Heather Gatinrek
Heather Green
Helen Deines
Holly Carnes
Ike Marion Thacker, IV
Irv and Peggy Maze
Jackson Andrews
Jackson Cooper
Jaclyn
Jacque Saltsman
James Line

James Mayer and Theresa Mayer
James Parrish
James William Svendsen
Jan and Tom Cleaver
Jan Hartman Medina
Jan Phillips
Jane Gross
Jane Jones
Janet Metry
Jarett L.
Jay Todd Richey
Jd Mitchell
Jeanne Solisberry
Jeff Franklin and Carl Horton
Jeff Noble
Jeff Polson and Gary White
Jefrey Sauer
Jelby McMonahan
Jen Straub and Carol Kraemer
Jennifer Newland
Jenn Meyers
Jenna Jabara
Jennifer Crossen
Jennifer Leibson
Jeremy Judah
Jerry Hardt and Diane Yoder
Jessica Kessinger
Jim Roberts and Marilyn Hrbek
Joan and Dennis Brennan
Joan and Jovelino Ramos
Joan and Tom Dubay
Joan Epstein
Joe and Mary Beth O’Reilly
Joe Bringardner
John and Teouline Rose
John Fischer and Jon Hamby
John Kiel
John Kleber
Johnnie Vaughan
Jon Fleischaker and Kim Greene
Jonathan and Libby Hardy
Jonathan Lowe
Jonathan Ruckman
Joni Jenkins
Joseph Yates
Josh Mers
Josh Neumeyer
Joyce and Gordon Garner
Joyce Jennings
Judy Burkhart
Judy Steer
Julie Steinau
June Hampe
Karen Burnett
Karen Cronin and Rosemary Smith
Kate Biagi-Rickert and Tony Rickert
Kate Cunningham
Kate Ross
Kathleen Pellegrino
Kathryn Haendiges
Kathy and Joe Kremer
Kathy Schroelucke
Katie Earley
Katie Meinhart
Keith Brooks
Kelly Kapp
Kelly Wilkinson
Kelsie Smithson
KASAP
Kerry and Sharon Clements
Kevin and Melissa Brock
If you sent a donation in 2020 and your name does not appear here, we are very sorry! Please call the Fairness Campaign office at (502) 893-0788 or e-mail info@Fairness.org so we may correct it.
PLATINUM
Brooke Brown Barzun & Matthew Barzun
Eleanor Bingham Miller
John & Marilyn Werst
Lisa Osanka & Carla F. Wallace

GOLD
Ann-Lynn Ellerkamp
Beth & Doug Peabody
Brown-Forman Corporation
Dominique Olbert
Donald F Kohler, Jr.
Ernest & Ona Marshall
Henry V Heuser Jr
Jack B. Dulworth & Mac Davenport
Jefferson County Teachers Association
Kaplan Johnson Abate & Bird LLP
Meyer Consulting LLC
Ronald Rubin
Sandra Frazier
The Look Family

SILVER
Andy Perry & John Sistarenik
Anne & Melvin Maron
Anonymous
Charles Booker
Coalition for the Homeless
Congressman John Yarmuth & Cathy Yarmuth
Conliffe & Hickey Insurance
Dale & Craig Herink
Darrell & Nancy Shelton
Dr. Kenneth & Shelly Zegart
Ed Kruger & Jeff Rodgers
Eugenia & John Potter
Ginger Wallace & Janet Holliday
James & Elizabeth Voyles
Jessica Loving & Sheryl Snyder
Judge Annie O’Connell & Lisa Doyle
Judge David Holton
Kathleen & David Buechler
Kofodimos Family Fund of Community Foundation of Henderson County, Inc

SILVER (cont.)
Kungu Njuguna
Mattie & Bob Brown
Jane F. Welch
Nancy Martin & Fred Hendler
PNC
Rebecca F Schupbach
Representative Patti Minter & Michael Minter
Scott Rogers & Greg Brown
Stephen Reily & Emily Bingham
Tim & Caroline Heine
Texas Roadhouse
Tom Wallace Lyons
Tommy Arnold & Jeremy English
Will & Becky West

BRONZE
Allan & Elsie Atherton
@advocacy (atAdvocacy.com)
Bill Hollander & Lisa Keener
Bill & Patricia Allison
Councilman Pat Mulvihill
Djenita & Resad Paya Pasic
Dorene Stein
Drs. Terry & Morris Weiss
Heather Falmen & Keith Zirbel
JCPS Board Member Christopher Kolb
Jeff Polson & Gary White
Judge David Bowles
Judge Katie King
Laura Rothstein
Michael L. Cooper
Neville & Jessica Blakemore
Patience & Erica Fields
Rachel Cutler & Curtis Stauffer
Sam Marcosson
Scott Schaftlein & Andrew Newton Schaftlein
Senate Minority Leader Morgan McGarvey & Chris McGarvey
Seth T. Church
Willa & Steve Barger

SAVE THE DATE! SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 2022 SPEED ART MUSEUM